Firm Profile
and Experience

Tavarone, Rovelli, Salim & Miani

We are a full-service Law Firm assisting corporate clients
with an innovative perspective and a focus on adding value
in the matters that are entrusted upon us.
Our Firm intervenes in high complexity transactions and
disputes, and we successfully overcome challenges by
considering the best legal solution on a case-by-case basis.
We combine a detailed knowledge of local laws and
markets, with a global outlook adapted to best-practice
work standards applicable internationally, based upon
excellent working relationships and partnerships with
leading worldwide law firms.
Our Firm stands-out for client-service, partner-involvement,
a dynamic and committed team of associates and a vision
centered in the client’s business.
We succeed when our client’s goals are achieved in
accordance with their expectations.
www.trsym.com
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Practice Areas

Tavarone, Rovelli, Salim & Miani

General Corporate

We advise corporate clients in all relevant legal matters related to their business
(commercial contracts, joint ventures, shareholders’ agreements, conflicts among
partners, labor matters, tax and corporate planning).

Federico Otero
federico.otero@trsym.com

Our practice also includes day-to-day corporate legal advice regarding their board of
directors, shareholders’ meetings, surveillance committees, as well as all filings and
registrations before the national and provincial regulatory bodies (including, among
others, the Registry of Business Companies–IGJ–and the Argentine Securities and
Exchange Commission–CNV).

Julián Razumny
julian.razumny@trsym.com

Our goal is to contribute value to our clients’ day-to-day operation.

Juan Pablo Bove
juan.pablo.bove@trsym.com

Pablo Tarantino
pablo.tarantino@trsym.com
Agustín Griffi
agustin.griffi@trsym.com
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Banking and
Capital Markets
Marcelo R. Tavarone
marcelo.tavarone@trsym.com
Federico Salim
federico.salim@trsym.com
Julieta De Ruggiero
julieta.de.ruggiero@trsym.com
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We advise companies and financial institutions in transactions involving
domestic and international financings, including loans and capital markets’
structures.
Our work comprises all legal aspects relating to syndicated loans, bond
issuances, securitizations and derivatives. We also provide specialized advice
in project finance and infrastructure financing.
Additionally, our team has extensive experience advising clients regarding
banking and securities’ regulation, as well as in foreign exchange matters.

We provide comprehensive advice to clients regarding international, national,
provincial and municipal taxation laws and regulations.

Tax, Customs and
Foreign Trade
Gastón Miani
gaston.miani@trsym.com
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We have a strong track-record in complex litigation before administrative and
judicial courts, specifically before the National Supreme Court where we have
obtained landmark rulings in favor of our clients.
Our team advises clients on national and international tax planning for their
business structures and financing alternatives.
In Customs and Foreign Trade, we advise clients in connection with their imports
and exports regarding tariff classification, customs valuation, import restrictions,
reimbursements and other incentives to exports, dumping investigations,
subsidies, quotas and safeguards.

Mergers
and acquisitions
Juan Pablo Bove
juan.pablo.bove@trsym.com
Federico Otero
federico.otero@trsym.com
Julián Razumny
julian.razumny@trsym.com
Pablo Tarantino
pablo.tarantino@trsym.com
Agustín Griffi
agustin.griffi@trsym.com
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We provide advice to individuals, corporations and private equity funds regarding
their investments, joint ventures and divestments. We advise clients in each stage of
the transaction including due diligence, legal and tax structuring, negotiation and
closing of the agreements.
Our team has extensive experience in multiple areas of law (corporate, financing,
foreign exchange regulations, tax, complex litigation and antitrust) obtained through
their practice in Argentina and abroad, which allows our firm to provide a
comprehensive advice in acquisitions and complex investment projects.

We advise and represent clients in cases regarding commercial, civil,
administrative and tax matters. Our deep knowledge of our clients’ businesses
and the challenges they face in their operations allow us to fully understand and
anticipate their potential conflicts, and to identify the best possible strategy to
address them.

Litigation
Mariano Rovelli
mariano.rovelli@trsym.com
Eugenia Pracchia
eugenia.pracchia@trsym.com
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Also, we represent clients before all levels of judicial and arbitration courts, as well
as in administrative cases before the national, provincial and municipal
administrations. Our scope of work comprises both individual and collective
claims, contractual matters, insolvency proceedings, insurance matters, corporate
disputes, among others. In addition, we provide support in all negotiation and
settlement stages.
We also team up with renowned specialists in criminal law to advise and represent
our clients in cases that require litigation before criminal courts in connection with
their business activities.

We counsel and represent our clients in compliance matters.
Our work comprises the design, implementation, and follow-up of compliance
policies and programs, both regarding prevention and compliance, in accordance
with the clients’ needs.

Compliance
Mariano Rovelli
mariano.rovelli@trsym.com
Eugenia Pracchia
eugenia.pracchia@trsym.com
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We participate in internal investigations related to potential breaches to both
internal policies and legal rules related to anti-corruption, fraud and
money-laundering, as well as in due-diligence procedures in the context of
commercial and financial transactions where assessment of such risks is required.
Pursuant to specific needs on a case-by-case basis, we team-up with firms in other
jurisdictions or practices to pursue a comprehensive strategy tailored to achieve
the clients’ challenges.

We counsel companies, the financial sector and governmental entities in the
structuring of energy and infrastructure projects, as well as in mergers and
acquisitions of companies and assets in these sectors.

Energy, Natural
Resources and
Infrastructure
Nicolás Eliaschev
nicolas.eliaschev@trsym.com

Our team is highly specialized and has a detailed and thorough knowledge of the
energy business. Our advice comprises renewable energy (wind, solar, hydro) and
electricity on a general basis (including generation, transmission and distribution),
as well as oil and gas (including upstream, midstream and downstream).
We represent our clients in new projects’ developments as well as in matters in
connection with regulators and suppliers. We provide legal support regarding
power purchase agreements, gas supply agreements, as well as EPC, BOP and
equipment supply contracts.
In addition, we provide specialized advice in connection with disputes and filings
before the electricity and gas regulators, as well as other governmental entities.
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Public Law
Nicolás Eliaschev
nicolas.eliaschev@trsym.com
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We provide specialized counselling in Administrative Law to businesses in the
energy and infrastructure industries, as well as to companies in the
manufacturing, commercial, finance and service sectors, in regard to their legal
interaction with governments and regulators, including procurement
procedures.
In addition, we advise our clients in all types of regulatory disputes.

Partners
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MARCELO R. TAVARONE
Banking and Capital Markets

GASTÓN A. MIANI
Tax & Customs Law

MARIANO ROVELLI
Litigation, Arbitration and
Insolvency

JUAN PABLO BOVE
Corporate and M&A

FEDERICO SALIM
Banking and Capital Markets

NICOLÁS ELIASCHEV
Energy and Natural Resources
Administrative Law

FEDERICO OTERO
Corporate and M&A

JULIETA DE RUGGIERO
Banking and Capital Markets

JULIÁN RAZUMNY
Corporate and M&A

EUGENIA PRACCHIA
Litigation, Arbitration and
Insolvency

PABLO TARANTINO
Corporate and M&A

AGUSTÍN GRIFFI
Corporate and M&A
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